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Abstract: Microgrid (MG) contains large scales of flexible components, so the traditional distribution network equivalent
method is not applicable in MG equivalent research. In this study, a novel MGmodel structure considering the influence of
control strategy on the external characteristics of MG is presented, in order to make measurement-based modelling
approach more suitable for equivalent research of MG. The proposed model is a non-mechanism model which can
restore the dynamic characteristics of MG better, and the parameters identification of the model is solved by improved
immune algorithm. Finally, through the fault validation way the effectiveness of the model is demonstrated.
1 Introduction

Nowadays, large scales of renewable distributed generations (DGs)
have been integrated into the power grid, which leads to the result
that more and more flexible components appear in power system.
The development of these components brings new problems to
traditional load modelling and some scholars have carried out
research on load modelling considering DGs [1], what is more,
how to deal with the flexible load components can be another
important aspect in further research on load modelling [2].
Microgrid (MG) is an innovative way to integrate large amount of
renewable DGs into distribution power system and make the
power system more reliable and flexible [3, 4]. Most of the
components in MG subject to the control strategy of the MG,
whereas the traditional equivalent model of the distribution
network, such as induction motor in parallel with static load,
cannot restore MG dynamic characteristics well enough. It is
highly necessary to develop a new equivalent method which is
more suitable for MG.

The difficulty of MG equivalent research lies in the diversity of
DGs and the alterability of DGs control methods. Milanovic and
Mat Zali [5] and Resende and Peas Lopes [6] tell the history and
development of system identification methods based on
measurement and simulation responses. In traditional load
modelling, the inverters are not a big concern, but their influence
cannot be ignored when it comes to MG where lots of devices are
connected through inverters. There are two main kinds of inverter
models at present: the first one is to model the electro-magnetic
transient processes of the power electronic devices in detail [7],
which can express the accurate electro-magnetic process of the
inverter; however, the model is quite complicated. The calculation
speed will be extremely slow [8]. The second one is the
quasi-steady-state model, which simplifies the inverter as a voltage
source. This model can facilitate the analysis and calculation of
MG, but omits the dynamic processes of the power electronic
devices [9].

There are several references about the modelling of the control
part of DG units. Katiraei and Iravani [10] consider the energy
managements modelling and address real and reactive power
management strategies of electronically interfaced DG in MG. It
stated that based on the reactive power controls adopted, three
power management strategies are identified and investigated. The
real power of each DG unit is controlled based on
frequency-droop characteristic. Katiraei et al. [11] investigate
preplanned switching events and fault events that lead to islanding
of a distribution subsystem and formation of a micro-grid.
Moreover, the case study shows its feasibility. Katiraei et al. [12]
represent a systematic approach to small-signal modelling of a
micro-grid system in a rotating dq0 frame. Yazdani and Iravani
[13] and Milanovic and Kayikci [14] introduce the inverters and
DG models used in MG.

As MG is an inverter-dominated grid and both coherency
identification and aggregation of coherent generators tasks do not
make sense in such system, measurement-based modelling
approach turns to be a more efficient way in MG equivalent
studies. In references [15, 16], the slow dynamics of MG is
restored by a non-mechanism model, and its parameters are solved
by PSO algorithm. Compared with non-mechanism model,
mechanism model such as composite load model is more widely
used in power system analysis software. Lei et al. [17] and Ju
et al. [18] give the equivalent models of the inverter of different
control methods in MG and load modelling and verify them.
Anyhow, model structure is the key factor in MG equivalent
study. It is known that the parameters of the components of certain
condition are generally given by the manufacturer. However, the
parameters of the MG as a whole are not clearly known. Parameter
identification of MG is the base of control of MG. Mat Zali and
Milanovic [19] present the development of the dynamic equivalent
model of an active distributed network based on the grey-box
approach. It can be referenced in MG modelling. Feng et al. [20]
focus on deriving dynamic equivalents of distribution network
taking distributed generators into consideration. It shows that the
system identification method can be used into small group of grid.
Papadopoulos et al. [21] show the increased complexity in
predicting dynamic performance of MGs, and gives the road to
overcome it.

On the basis of the analysis of the external dynamic characteristics
of MG, this paper develops equivalent methods by
measurement-based modelling approach. A major contribution is
that a novel non-mechanism model structure considering the
influence of control strategy on the external characteristics of MG
is presented to make measurement-based modelling approach more
suitable for equivalent research of MG, which can restore the
dynamic characteristics of MG better. The parameters
identification of the model is solved by improved immune
algorithm. In Section 2, a simulation platform applying MATLAB/
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SIMULINK is set up, and short-circuit fault is added to the system
for MG dynamic characteristics observation. Section 3 discusses
the principle of measurement-based modelling approach and the
realisation of the identification algorithm. The model structure is
performed in this section according to the control structure of MG.
In Section 4, case study is performed and generalisation of the
model and dispersion of parameters are discussed. Former research
shows the method is suitable in asymmetrical fault situation [22].
The dynamic equivalent of MG introduced in this paper considers
MG as an organic whole, and uses non-mechanism model to
identify it. It is much faster to use the method introduced in this
paper than the method of making equivalent of every component
or mathematical deduction. The study in this paper lays a
theoretical foundation of active distribution network voltage
stability, multi-MG coordination control and MG behaviour pattern.
2 MG and its control strategy

2.1 Introduction of MG

MG is a new type of energy supply network and management
structure, which can provide convenient renewable energy
equipment access and realise demand side management. MG
consists of various DGs, energy storages, loads and protection and
control equipment, and can operate in either grid mode or islanded
mode. Common DGs include photovoltaic (PV) cell, micro turbine
(MT), wind generator and fuel cell (FC) [23]. The MG is centrally
controlled and managed by an MG central controller installed at
the MV/LV substation [24, 25].
2.2 Simulation of MG external characteristic under
master–slave control strategy

This paper builds up simulation system (in MATLAB/SIMULINK)
of master–slave control MG under grid mode, and studies the
influence that double loop control method makes on MG external
characteristic.

The simulation system is shown in Fig. 1a. The single line
diagram of the simulation system comprises the main grid which
is a large power supply and the external distribution network
(mainly consisting the distribution network load) connected to an
MG with two inverter controlled DGs (PV and MT). The main
grid (voltage level = 110 kV and X/R = 10) connects to the MG
through a 110 kV/10 kV and 10 MVA transformer. Power rating of
the DGs in the MG is PPVmodule = 6 kW and PMT = 11 kW. Here
uses the detailed PV and MT modelling from Chapter 4 of
reference [25]. The one-line diagram of PV and MT models is
shown in Figs. 1b and c.

The case assumes that the MG initially run in netting state, where
the active and reactive loads are mainly supplied by local DGs.
When three-phase short-circuit fault occur in t = 0.5 s and recover
in t = 0.6 s, the external characteristics of the system is shown in
Figs. 1d–g. (power absorption is positive, else negative).

Observing the simulation curve, we find an obvious dynamic
process of micro source even using constant power control.
Therefore it is not strict to take micro source using constant power
control as static load in transient analysis. The observed dynamic
process is of tens of milliseconds level; the process cannot be
ignored in some of the transient simulation case which requires
high precision of dynamic process that leads to our study of
dynamic equivalent of MG.
Fig. 1 Simulation system and simulation curves of MG external
characteristics

a Simulation system
b One-line diagram of PV model
c One-line diagram of MT model
d 10 kV bus voltage curve
e 10 kV bus transmission active power
f 10 kV bus transmission reactive power
g DG1 d–q-axis current
3 Modelling approach of MG equivalent

Traditional component-based modelling approach rarely makes
sense in systems containing inverters, whereas MG contains large
scales of inverters, which have an inconvenient influence on MG
dynamic characteristics. This paper chooses measurement-based
modelling approach, which can avoid physical modelling of
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inverters and translate control method of micro source through
transfer functions.

3.1 Measurement-based modelling approach [26]

Measurement-based modelling approach is a typical problem of grey
box, which knows the input and output data and the model structure
of the system, to seek the optimisation of model parameters. The
obtained model can restore the characteristics of the original
system. Principle of measurement-based modelling approach is
shown in Fig. 2 [27].

Parameter identification of measurement-based modelling
approach is a process of solving optimisation problems, the
objective function VN of the problem is

1(t|u) = y(t)− ŷ(t|u) (1)

VN =
∑N
t=1

1(t|u)∥∥ ∥∥2 (2)

where y(t) is the actual system output, ŷ(t|u) is the model simulation
output under currently identified parameters, δ(t) stands for the
actual system disturbance. Then this paper chooses improved
immune algorithm to do the parameter identification.

3.2 Improved immune algorithm

An improved immune algorithm named B-cell group
evolvement-based immune algorithm (BGEIA) has been presented
in the process of parameter identification. BGEIA consists of three
relatively independent parts. They are quick searching in all the
optimal solution, finding a new optimal solution neighbourhood
and maintaining the diversity of B-cell populations. To optimise
three parts, and put them together, the algorithm can obtain the
best optimisation in the global scope rapidly. As a realisation of
the new algorithm structure, the framework of BGEIA is: B cells
are divided into a number of B-cell groups according to the
distance from the immunoglobulin genes (V area), to realise the
rapid optimisation of the optimal solution neighbourhood by
the evolution of the B-cell groups, to find the new optimal
solution neighbourhood by the replacement of the B-cell groups,
to maintain the diversity of the B-cell groups so that the
replacement of the B-cell groups is able to find the global
optimum neighbourhood. The combination of the three makes the
algorithm convergence to global optimal solution rapidly [28].

The flowchart of the BGEIA is shown as follows Fig. 3.
Basic procedure is illustrated as follows [29]:

Step 1: Initially use the immune cells generated by the parameters of
immune algorithm to create populations of certain size randomly,
and then divide them into some niches.
Step 2: Let immune cells optimise in the niche (cross-over or
variation).
Step 3: Select the optimal immune cells within each niche for
cross-over or mutate.
Step 4: Exit the programme when the affinity meets a certain value.
Thus, the optimal immune cells in the population are the optimal
parameters. Otherwise, go to step 2.
Fig. 2 Principle of measurement-based modelling approach
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Then the idea to use improved immune algorithm BGEIA into
practical MG model parameters optimised recognition is to take
the parameters to be identified as antigens, and to take the
objective function showed in (3) as antibody, the purpose is to
seek a set of optimal load model parameters to obtain the best
affinity of the antibody and antigen

J =
�������������������������������������������������∑n
k=1

P(k)− Pr(k)

Pr(k)

( )2

+ Q(k)− Qr(k)

Qr(k)

( )2
( )√√√√ (3)

In the above equation, n is the number of data points, P and Q are the
powers of the load model, Pr and Qr are the actual measurements of
the power.

Traditional immune algorithm has the disadvantages of high
calculation price, slow convergence speed, and when the immune
algorithm searches near optimal solution it cannot accurately
determine the position of the optimal solution. Moreover, immune
algorithm has premature phenomenon in the evolution. To improve
the performance of the immune algorithm to solve practical
problems and overcome the shortcoming of immune algorithm,
improved immune algorithm BGEIA is used in this paper to
identify external characteristic parameters. Improved immune
algorithm BGEIA has been applied in the field of electric power
system optimisation and load modelling [22, 30]. Compared with
other parameter identification methods, BGEIA has distinct
advantages. Its optimisation performance and robustness are
strong. It has good parallelism, feasibility and simplicity. This
algorithm can make the relationship between the global search and
local search not only relatively independent, but also mutual
assistance to complete the mission of the global search. This can
make the algorithm search in the whole solution space find out
more potential best individual, and avoid high fitness individual
multiply in the late evolutionary, filled with the whole solution
space which leads to stop on the local optimal solution algorithm.
Therefore premature phenomenon in the evolution can be avoided.

Take fitness evaluation function Griewank (f1), Ackley (f2),
Schwefel (f3), Shubert (f4) and Shaffer (f5) as test functions to
compare the performance of PSO, GA and BGEIA. The average
running time, average optimal value and standard deviation of
these three optimisation algorithms are listed in Table 1.

Although PSO’s speed is fast, it has the risk of dropping in local
optimum. From Table 1, it can be seen that PSO’s precision is not as
good as BGEIA and GA. GA’s precision is quite good to some test
function; however, its running time is longer than that of other two
Fig. 3 Flowchart of the BGEIA
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Table 1 Comparison of the average running time, average optimal
value and standard deviation of three algorithms

Function PSO GA BGEIA Extreme value
in theory

f1 average
running time/s

0.185 0.395 0.199 0

average
optimal value

0.0049 0.0125 0.002

standard
deviation

0.0071 0.0188 0.0035

f2 average
running time/s

0.166 0.501 0.23 0

average
optimal value

7.38 × 10−7 0.162 7.85 × 10−9

standard
deviation

1.07 × 10−6 0.5932 8.19 × 10−9

f3 average
running time/s

0.164 0.487 0.226 −837.9

average
optimal value

−822.55 −837.96 −834.53

standard
deviation

42.7 0 20.47

f4 average
running time/s

0.194 0.508 0.398 −186.7

average
optimal value

−180.28 −181.5 −184.74

standard
deviation

11.43 10.85 3.88

f5 average
running time/s

0.156 0.465 0.271 0

average
optimal value

0.006 0.016 0.002

standard
deviation

0.007 0.034 0.003
algorithms. BGEIA has the best effect in overall optimisation and
performs well in the aspect of speed.

From Fig. 4, the conclusion can be achieved that BGEIA can
obtain high precision by least iterations. In addition, BGEIA has a
strong robustness, can quickly converge to global optimal solution
and avoid the premature problem. Thus in this paper, BEGIA is
chosen to solve the dynamic equivalent of MG.
3.3 Mathematical model of the control model structure

Constant PQ control, constant V/f control and droop control are the
common control structures in MG to make micro source follow the
preset value or work method. Generally speaking, to dual-loop
controlled inverter, the outside loop reflects different control
purposes, and the inside loop is used to fine adjustment, in order
to improve the power quality of the inverter’s output.

Control methods are reflected by the outside loop of the dual-loop
controlled inverter. The frameworks of three control model
structures’ outside loop are shown in Figs. 5a–c.
Fig. 5 Frameworks of three control model structures

a Framework of constant PQ control’s outside loop
b Framework of outside loop of constant V/f control’s outside loop
c Framework of droop control’s outside loop
d Framework of three control models’ inside current control loopFig. 4 Curves comparison of fitness value of three
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It can be concluded from Figs. 5a to c that the power control parts
(in dotted box) of the three control structures’ outside loop are the
same. Therefore whatever the control structure is, the mathematical
model of outside loop can be described by one equation. The
mathematical model of outside power control loop is shown in (4)

idref = kpP +
kiP
s

( )
(Pref − P)

iqref = kpQ + kiQ
s

( )
(Q− Qref )

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (4)

where Pref and Qref are active and reactive power reference values,
kpP and kiP are proportion and integration coefficients of the active
power control and kpQ and kiQ are proportion and integration
coefficients of the reactive power control.

The inside current control loop mainly adjusts the current to
improve the power quality of the output and the system
performance. Its dynamic response is quite quick. Here the inside
loop uses dq0 coordinate system. The control model is shown in
Fig. 5d, where id, iq are the inverter output current d, q component,
vsd, vsq are the inverter output voltage d, q component, ud, uq are
the PCC voltage d, q component and Ls is the inductance of
equivalent connecting reactor including filter circuit’s inductance.

Themathematical model of inside current control loop is shown in (5)

vsd = kpi1 +
kii1
s

( )
(idref − id)+ vpllLsiq + vd

vsq = kpi2 +
kii2
s

( )
(iqref − iq)− vpllLsid + vq

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (5)

where idref and iqref are direct and quadrature axes current reference
values, vsd and vsq are output voltages of controlled voltage
sources, LS is the filter inductance, vd, vq, id and iq are the filtered
d and q axes voltages and currents, kpi1 and kii1 are proportion and
integration coefficients of the d-axis current control and kpi2 and
kii2 are proportion and integration coefficients of the q-axis current
control.

Filter circuit equation is shown in (6)

vsd = Lssid + vpllLsiq + vd
vsq = Lssiq − vpllLsid + vq

{
(6)
Fig. 6 Equivalent results of one DG with different control strategies

a One DG(PV) with PQ control strategy
b One DG(PV) with droop control strategy
c One DG(PV) with V/f control strategy
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where LS is the filter inductance, ωpll is the system angular frequency
measured by phase-locked loop.

Equation (7) is obtained after combining (5) and (6)

Lssid = kpi1 +
kii1
s

( )
(idref − id)

Lssiq = kpi2 +
kii2
s

( )
(iqref − iq)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (7)

Substitute (4) into (7)

id =
1

sLs
kpi1 +

kii1
s

( )
kpP + kiP

s

( )
(Pref − P)− id

[ ]

iq =
1

sLs
kpi2 +

kii2
s

( )
kpQ + kiQ

s

( )
(Q− Qref )− iq

[ ]
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (8)

Build up the relationship between power and ac voltage by (9)

P = udid + uqiq
Q = −udiq + uqid

{
(9)

Neglect the integral of inside loop because it has very fast dynamic
response which has little concern with MG transient characteristics.
Moreover, thus achieve the purpose of system order reduction which
can reduce the difficulty of the identification as well. The transfer
function equation is obtained after rewriting (7) as shown in (10)

Did(s) =
Bs2 + Cs+ D

s2 + As
DP(s)

Diq(s) =
Fs2 + Gs+ H

s2 + Es
DQ(s)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (10)

Equations (9) and (10) make up the model structure whose input is
d–q-axis voltage and output is d–q-axis current. Scale of the
model parameter vector is 8; parameters to be identified (A–H) are
the analytic function of inside and outside control loop parameters
and filter circuit parameters.

Fig. 6 shows the equivalent results for one DG (PV) with three
different control strategies. (‘Measured’ data means the data are
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 13, pp. 1688–1696
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obtained from detailed simulation of the system in MATLAB/
SIMULINK platform.) The results show that the dynamic
equivalent method and model proposed in this paper have good
effect on three control strategies on one DG.
Fig. 7 Equivalent results of MG

a d-Axis current identification result
b q-Axis current identification result
c Fitted curve of active power
d Fitted curve of reactive power
4 Case study

4.1 Model identification results

Here studies the MG case represented in Fig. 1a to prove the
approach proposed in this paper. The result is shown in Figs. 7a
and b. The comparison of model output data and the source data
in transient time scale are as follows in Figs. 7c and d.
(‘Measured’ data means the data are obtained from detailed
simulation of the system in MATLAB/SIMULINK platform.)

The identification algorithm BGEIA uses mean square error as the
target function. There should be another index to evaluate its effect.
Coefficient of determination R2 to is used to quantify how well
the fitting of parameters performs. We use function regress()
in MATLAB to calculate coefficient of determination R2. In this
case, R2 of active power is 0.9686 and R2 of reactive power is
0.8647. They are both close to 1. This shows that the equivalent
method and the fitting of parameters perform well.

4.2 Model generalisation

4.2.1 Interpolation and extrapolation capacities in different
amplitude perturbations: Compare the simulation curves
with model response curves in different amplitude perturbations
(20 and 60% voltage drop in experimental conditions) to verify the
interpolation and extrapolation capacities of model (identified by
sample with a 40% voltage drop). The results are shown in Fig. 8.

According to fitted curves, despite the large difference in voltage
drop, the model interpolation and extrapolation sample error is small.
R2 of id is 0.9624 and R2 of iq is 0.9019.

4.2.2 Model generalisation in asymmetric disturbance:
The model of this paper is built up by transfer functions and
steady-state equations after the Park transformation, so it can apply
to asymmetric disturbance situation theoretically [30], for what this
paper verifies. Change the short-circuit type into A, B phase fault
in simulation system. Verify the model in the dynamic process
presented from the asymmetric fault, as shown in the Fig. 9 (here
should consider q-axis voltage component).

4.3 Dispersion of model parameters

Identify the parameters of three different short-circuit fault samples
whose durations are 0.1 s, ground resistances are 0.002, 0.001,
0.0006 and 0.0003 Ω, respectively. The corresponding voltage
drops of four are 20, 40, 60 and 90% (in experimental conditions).
The parameter identification results are shown in Table 2
(parameters A–H).

According to the table above, there exists dispersion in certain
parameters, but within an acceptable range. The model structure
and identification algorithm keep the identification results quite
stable. The differences of eight parameters in 90% voltage drop
and 40% voltage drop are very close. Only the parameter B’s
difference is bigger.

This section presents the model identification results, and makes a
comparison of model output and the source data in transient time
scale. The results show that the model has good self-adaptability.
Model generalisation ability is another emphasis discussed in this
section. Model performance is observed in different amplitudes
and types of faults or disturbances. The results presented in Fig. 9
show that the model has good generalisation ability in either
symmetric or asymmetric disturbance situation. Moreover through
the result shown in Table 2, we can draw the conclusion that the
model parameters dispersion is acceptable on the premise of using
improved immune algorithm.
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 13, pp. 1688–1696
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4.4 Application in benchmark test

The model of this paper is tested on an MG benchmark. CIGRE 6 has
given a medium voltage reference MG system (20 kV and 50 Hz) and
Chen and Zhu [31] simplifies it as a modified MG test benchmark.
The simplified CIGRE 6 MG benchmark is given in Fig. 10a. Here,
the MVDC coupler is kept open and the left side subsystem 1 is
mainly studied. The subsystem 1 in Fig. 10a is modified to an
8-Bus MG which is suitable for dynamic simulation and calculation
as a benchmark test. The modified test MG benchmark which is
1693
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Fig. 9 Results of model validation

a Disturbance voltage in phase fault
b Active power calibration curve
c Reactive power calibration curve

Table 2 Parameter identification results of three samples

A B C D

20% −0.9104 −0.1037 0.3395 −0.0195
40% −0.9233 −0.2405 0.4026 −0.0237
60% −0.8978 −0.1125 0.5357 −0.0186
90% −0.8722 −0.1191 0.5179 −0.0167

E F G H

20% −0.9856 −0.07343 0.1409 −0.06733
40% −0.9774 −0.08714 0.0833 −0.09644
60% −0.9793 −0.08053 0.2584 −0.08467
90% −0.9715 −0.07293 0.1549 −0.08935

Fig. 8 Verification of model interpolation and extrapolation abilities

a d-axis current interpolation capacity (20% voltage drop)
b q-axis current interpolation capacity (20% voltage drop)
c d-axis current extrapolation capacity (60% voltage drop)
d d-axis current extrapolation capacity (60% voltage drop)
studying in this paper is shown in Fig. 10b. The studying part (MG
benchmark) of the system is represented using the proposed
modelling method. The parameters are listed in Table 3.

Assume that the MG initially run in netting state, where the active
and reactive loads are mainly supplied by local DGs. When
three-phase short-circuit fault occur in t = 0.6 s and recover in
t = 0.71 s. The comparison of model output data and the source
data of the 8-Bus MG in transient time scale are as follows in Fig. 11.

R2 of id is 0.942 and R2 of iq is 0.8529. The benchmark test result
shows that the dynamic equivalent method proposed in this paper
1694
has a quite good effect in dynamic equivalent of MG. We can also
find from coefficient of determination that in these cases the
difference in the reactive power part is larger than the one in
active power. Maybe simplification of neglecting the integral of
inside loop in the model influences more on the reactive power part.
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 13, pp. 1688–1696
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Fig. 10 Test benchmark

a Simplified CIGRE 6 middle-voltage benchmark system
b 8-Bus MG benchmark used in this paper derived from CIGRE 6 reference system

Fig. 11 Equivalent results of the benchmark MG

a Fitted curve of active power
b Fitted curve of reactive power
4.5 Application in MG clustering analysis

This section makes a case study to prove the availability of the
method proposed in this paper in terms of clustering analysis
based on external characteristic parameters. Self-adaptive FCM
clustering algorithm is used here for MG clustering. Owing to the
Table 3 Parameter of the benchmark

DG Type Control strategy P/MVA Q/Mvar

DG1 battery constant PQ 0.35 0
DG2 PV constant PQ 0.05 0
DG3 FC droop 1 0.5
DG4 wind turbine constant PQ 2 0
DG5 MT constant V/f 3 0.8

LOAD P/MVA Q/Mvar

LOAD1 0.7 0.06
LOAD2 0.5 0.05
LOAD3 0.9 0.1
LOAD4 0.7 0.06
LOAD5 1.2 0.08
LOAD6 10 1

IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 13, pp. 1688–1696
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limitation of length of paper, self-adaptive FCM clustering
algorithm theory is not explained here. It can be detailedly
obtained from related reference.

The MG case’s structure is just the same as the one in Fig. 1a.
Table 4 lists six MG samples in the structure of Fig. 1a. Their
components are different and can be divided into three real categories.

Then, we obtain six MG samples’ identification parameters A–H,
by applying dynamic equivalence method proposed in this paper.
The identification parameters results are listed in Table 5.
Table 4 Six MG samples

MG no. Components in MG Fault type Real
category

1 PV module 5.4 kVA +100%
motor

voltage drop (50%) I

2 PV module 5.4 kVA +100%
motor

voltage drop (90%) I

3 PV module 5.4 kVA +50%
motor+50% static load

voltage drop (50%) II

4 PV module 5.4 kVA +50%
motor+50% static load

voltage drop (90%) II

5 PV module 5.4 kVA +100%
static load

voltage drop (50%) III

6 PV module 5.4 kVA +100%
static load

voltage drop (90%) III
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Table 5 Identification parameters of six MG samples

MG no. A B C D E F G H

1 −1.3488 −0.08232 0.3721 −0.01898 −0.7866 −0.08234 0.2243 −0.1323
2 −1.5494 −0.05172 0.4377 −0.01583 −0.8672 −0.09299 0.1309 −0.1124
3 −0.9141 −0.1347 0.4021 −0.01891 −0.9774 −0.08733 0.1079 −0.07622
4 −0.8915 −0.1424 0.4329 −0.03945 −0.9479 −0.08296 0.1032 −0.09775
5 −0.7752 −0.1329 0.4871 −0.05889 −1.3223 −0.07742 0.09832 −0.07631
6 −0.7252 −0.1419 0.4794 −0.05177 −1.0121 −0.08209 0.06527 −0.09847

Table 6 Membership degree of six MG samples to three centres

MG
no.

Membership
degree to centre 1

Membership
degree to centre 2

Membership
degree to centre 3

1 0.882282 0.013638 0.104081
2 0.942167 0.010223 0.047611
3 0.014698 0.005019 0.980283
4 0.019662 0.006602 0.973736
5 0.080823 0.62983 0.289347
6 0.011204 0.966583 0.022213
After standardising the parameters and calculation analysis,
vectors used in self-adaptive FCM clustering algorithm are
formed. Adaptive efficiency coefficient L(2, 3, 4) = (23.9281,
30.4865, 29.6862). It obtains its maximum value in L(3).
Therefore the optimal clustering number C is 3. Membership
degrees of six MG samples to three centres are listed in Table 6.

According to the membership degree in Table 6, the conclusion is
that MG samples 1 and 2 can be divided into one class, MG samples
3 and 4 can be divided into one class and that MG samples 5 and 6
can be divided into one class. The clustering result is the same as real
category, so the clustering result is quite correct. The result proves
the correctness and practicability of the dynamic equivalent
method introduced in this paper from another aspect.
5 Conclusion

This paper studies the main problems of MG equivalent, including
selection of equivalent methods, parameter identification method,
selection of model structure and so on. The research starts with
MG control strategy since it has significant influence on MG
dynamic characteristics. Case study is performed to verify the
effectiveness of the model. The non-mechanism model proposed
in this paper provides a good revivification of MG dynamic
characteristics, and it has good generalisation in different
amplitudes or types of disturbances. The obtained model can be
applied to short-term voltage stability and transient stability
simulation analysis of multi-MG or grid containing MG.

The switching of MG control strategy will affect MG dynamic
characteristics, which means the equivalent of MG should make
better use of online operation information. The approach introduced
in this paper can help build up equivalent model database by
offline experiments. The combination of the database and online
operation information constitutes the online modelling approach of
MG which can be a fruitful area for further investigations.
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